
Busy Bees         January 9 - 13th      Theme: Winter

Story Time
Books: The First Day of Winter         Seasons         If It's Snowy and You Know It

The Jacket I Wear in the Snow The Snowy Day        All You Really Need for a Snowman
Mouse's First Snow    Froggy Gets Dressed    Rainy, Sunny, Blowy, Snowy: What Are Seasons?       
When Winter Comes     Snowmen at Work    Pearl's New Skates      The Mitten

Songs and Finger Plays: Snowflake, Snowflake     What Do You Do on a Winter's Day?
There Was a Chubby Snowman     Sledding Song     Colorful Mittens      The Opposites Cheer

Games: Frosty Says - listening skills        Mystery Mittens - identifying objects by feel   

Language
Sorting Photos of Seasons   Relating weather, clothing, plants and activities to fall, 

winter and summer
Hot Chocolate Words     We will listen to words that describe a winter treat of hot 

chocolate and count the syllables in each word, such as cocoa, warm, stir, yummy, 
marshmallow, etc.

Snowy Day Tales      Ezra Jack Keats story, The Snowy Day, shares Peter's adventures  
as he plays outside in the snow. We will imagine or retell about our own fun on a snowy day.
          Introducing Opposites     Many of our discussions will highlight differences between 
winter and summer; so we will use these seasonal opposites to launch our discussion of other 
opposite pairs, such as open and close: stop and go .... Our definition of opposites are two 
things that you can't do at the same time.
 Retelling The Mitten  We will hear the folktale about the animals who try to stay warm 
by crawling inside a boy's mitten told several times on the flannelboard & then we will act out 
the story, so we can practice relating meaning to story words & also sequencing events.

Math
Graphing our Gloves & Mittens     How many different groups can we make from our 

gloves and mittens? We could sort them by color, wether or not they have fur, or stripes or if 
they are new....  Then we will make a graph to help us compare two of the groups we've made.

Winter Numerals      We will use our bingo dotters to mark the amount of winter pictures 
which correspond with the numerals 1 -8

Art / Projects
Chilly Painting    Paint with a piece of colored ice as it melts, while it melts
Illustrating our Snowy Day Tale     Crayon drawings of our activities in the snow amid 

dots of painted snow
                                                                   
Fine Motor / Gross Motor

Mitten Pairs      Clipping colorful paper mittens together but look closely to find matches 
Snowball Fight     Crumpling tissue paper into "snowballs" and tossing them
Ice Skating    We'll glide across the floor to music until Mr. Freeze taps us and we turn 

into a statue of ice, only to be rescued when Mr. Sun comes to warm us back up

Science
Weather Photo Sort    Examining photos of windy, sunny, snowy, and stormy weather


